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Abstract
Objective: To investigate whether bright light treatment can reduce body mass in overweight
subjects irrespective of their seasonal (= light) dependence. Methods: A crossover, placebocontrolled, randomized clinical trial was performed between November and April in Novosibirsk, Russia (55° N). The trial comprised a 3-week in-home session of morning bright light
treatment using a device of light-emitting diodes and a 3-week placebo session by means of
a deactivated ion generator, separated by an off-protocol period of at least 23 days. The number of placebo and light sessions was matched with respect to season. Data were obtained
from 34 overweight women, aged 20–54 years, 10 were seasonal-dependent according to the
Seasonal Pattern Assessment Questionnaire. Weekly measures included body weight, percentage body fat by bioimpedancemetry, and subjective scores (appetite, mood, energy levels). Results: Motivation and expectation towards weight loss were similar for the two intervention sessions. With light, compared to the placebo session, weight did not reduce
significantly, but percentage fat, fat mass, and appetite were significantly lower (average fat
reduction 0.35 kg). The latter two results remained significant after excluding seasonal-dependent subjects from the analysis. Irrespective of the type of intervention, seasonal-dependent subjects had greater weight and fat mass changes during treatment (decline p < 0.036)
or between sessions (regain p < 0.003). Photoperiod (p = 0.0041), air temperature to a lesser
extent (p = 0.012), but not sunshine (p = 0.29) was associated with the weight change (greater weight reduction if the second session was in spring). Conclusion: Morning bright light
treatment reduces body fat and appetite in overweight women and may be included in weight
control programs.
Copyright © 2013 S. Karger GmbH, Freiburg
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Introduction

Artificial bright light, acting via the eyes, is the treatment of choice for seasonal affective
disorder [1–3] which presents in 2% of population at temperate and high latitudes and is
characterized by depressed mood, fatigue, hypersomnia, and increased appetite/weight
during fall/winter [4–6]. Irrespective of seasonality, each of these cohort of symptoms is
separately facilitated by light therapy: mood and energy levels increase in non-seasonal
depressed [2, 7, 8] and healthy [9–11] people, sleep is improved in circadian rhythm sleep
disorders [12, 13], and weight is reduced in obesity. However, data for the latter is scarce.
In an early controlled study performed in Norway, an 8-week hypocaloric diet combined
with a 30-min walk (thrice a week), and a 30-min exposure to 10,000 lux light (daily) for the
first 2 weeks reduced body mass in overweight persons by an average of 8.6 kg while in a
parallel group, receiving the same treatment combination but only 500 lux light, this led to a
significantly lower reduction of 2.9 kg (Thom E, 2002; abstract unpublished). There was no
indication as to what extent the test volunteers were seasonally dependent (= light sensitive).
In a Canadian study published in 2007 [14], overweight/obese non-seasonal subjects
were assigned to 6 weeks of moderate exercise with or without daily bright light treatment
(14 vs. 11 subjects). Weight was not reduced significantly, whereas percentage body fat was.
In our previous study performed between December 2006 and April 2007 in Novosibirsk, Russia (55° N), 41 non-seasonal obese volunteers (all but 1, female) received a 3-week
session of bright white light and a 3-week placebo session by means of a deactivated ion
generator combined with mild hypocaloric diet. Compared to placebo, weight and appetite
levels did not reduce significantly [15].
Here we report results from a subsequent crossover study of overweight subjects who
used light intervention alone. The placebo intervention was a deactivated ionizer reliably
used in previous light therapy trials [16, 17]. In addition to weight, fat mass was measured.
The subjects’ seasonality was estimated a posteriori. The aim was to investigate whether light
treatment may indeed reduce body mass.
Participants and Methods

Protocol and Design
This was crossover, placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial comprising a 3-week session of light
intervention (from a light device), a 3-week session of placebo (using a deactivated ion generator) and an
off-protocol period for at least 1 month in between. The devices were allocated to participants randomly from
a batch of 4. Physicians knew that ion generators were deactivated, but were not aware of which device had
been allocated to the participant. Participants were asked to not give any information to the supervising
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Participants
The study was performed in the winter half of the year – between January and April 2009 and between
November 2009 and April 2010. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Internal
Medicine, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences and registered in an international
register (http://prsinfo.clinicaltrials.gov/, NCT00406770). Test participants were recruited via a patient
database of the institute, advertisements, or by ‘word of mouth’ and gave written informed consent.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: women aged 20–54 years; BMI 25–30 kg/m2; a wish to decrease body
weight; good general health as by entry questionnaire and study physician’s enquiries; on a stable dose of
medication(s), if suffering chronic disease; normal sleep regimen between 22: 00–01:00 and 06:00–09:00;
ability to visit investigator at the appointed dates. Exclusion criteria were as follows: regular use of substances
or means for losing body weight during the 3 months prior to the study; transmeridian travel or acute illness
– 2 months prior to the study; use of light therapy in the past.
No formal sample size calculation was done. Based on the previous studies performed (see ‘Introduction’), and the crossover design, we targeted to have 40 participants complete the study.
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physician on the type of the device they used. Two physicians (SVM and EAP) recruited and supervised the
test subjects independently.
Though the off-protocol duration was set to 1 month, the date to enter the second session was adjusted
so that the day of menstrual cycle should be the same as at the first session ± 4 days (if present and regular).
If the subject would not be able to complete the study during the current winter-spring, the second session
was performed in the following winter. During each 3-week study session, subjects visited the supervising
physician four times. Seasonal dependence of subjects was determined at the final visit in order to prevent
possible bias by physicians towards light intervention outcomes, since seasonality with winter worsening of
symptoms predicts good responsiveness to light therapy.

Variables Analyzed
Body weight was documented during the subjects’ visit to the Institute. They visited between 10:00 and
12:00 following morning fast. Weight was measured by an electronic balance to the nearest 0.1 kg in indoor
clothing. Percentage body fat was determined by hand-to-hand bioelectrical impedancemetry using the
Omron BF 302 set (Matsusaka Co. Ltd, Matsusaka City, Japan). The method has good reproducibility [20]
when hydration status is controlled (the percentage fat value declines with fluid loss [21]). Non-fat mass was
estimated by subtracting the amount of body fat from total body weight.
Motivation for weight loss and expectation towards the intervention were self-assessed in the diary
prior to each 3-week intervention session using a study-developed numerical scale (motivation: high = 3,
moderate = 2, low = 1; expectation: no change (or increase in weight) = 1, somewhat decrease = 2, definite
decrease = 3). Retrospective judgment was also rated after completion of the study session. Appetite, mood
and energy levels for the past 3–4 days were each scored on an 11-point visual analogue scale once a week.
Seasonality was estimated using the Seasonal Pattern Assessment Questionnaire (SPAQ) [22] truncated
to three core questions: i) months of feeling better/worse, ii) extension of the change (score 0–4) in sleep
duration, social activity, mood, body weight, appetite, and energy, and iii) to what degree these changes cause
a problem (from 0 = no problem to 5 = disabling). Subjects whose overall extension score was 8–9 (and
problem = 1 or more) or ≥ 10 (and problem ≥ 0) were considered to be seasonal [5], and, together with the
reported worsening in fall-winter, indirectly indicated subjective light dependence. Additional questions
documented the amount of seasonal change in sleep duration (hours) and body weight (kg).
Data on air temperature and cloud cover were derived from local meteorological records (http://meteo.
infospace.ru, Ogurtsovo station). Daytime (09: 00, 12: 00, 15: 00, and 18: 00) values of cloud cover (score
ranged from 0 to 10) and air temperature were averaged to be used in the analysis. As data on daily hours of
sunshine (i.e., under clear sky) were not available for these study years, the product of clear sky ((10 – cloud
cover score) / 10) and day length was used instead as it highly correlated with the hours of sunshine (r > 0.95
for, e.g., November 2006 to April 2007).
Adverse events were recorded by the test subjects in the diary and by the study physician during the
final visit. In the diary, the subjects also indicated time of going to bed and getting up, onset time and duration
of the morning treatment, distance from the head (eyes) to the intervention device, and menstrual cycle onset
dates (if applicable).
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Intervention
Intervention devices during each 3-week session were used at home every day between 06:00 and 09:
00. The subject was allowed to move away from the device briefly but the total duration of the morning
exposure was required to be 45 min.
The light device was the portable panel Lumie SAD Light (size 18 × 11 × 3.5 cm, weight 0.3 kg; Lumie,
Cambridge, UK). The light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of the SAD Light produced white light with enhanced blue
wavelengths (peak at 461 nm) with an intensity of 1,300 lux at a distance of 41 cm. The blue light is important
to exert biological effects [18]. It was not necessary to look at the screen all the time, just to allow light to
freely enter both eyes.
A deactivated negative ion generator was used as placebo (model DP-240, size 11 × 11 × 18 cm, weight
0.25 kg; Dezac Group, Cheltenham, UK). After plugging in the generator, the LED on the top indicated that it
was switched on, but in fact, the generator had been internally deactivated by an engineer and did not
produce ions. The subjects were not aware of this and could not distinguish it, as the oxygen species produced
as a result of moderately intense ionization are imperceptible to humans [17]. It was not necessary to look
at the ionizer as ions enter the body with inhaled air [19], and not via the eyes.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the group analyzed

Study months
N (all – women)
SPAQ score
Seasonal dependence, n
Age, years
Body mass, kg
BMI, kg/m2
Menstrual cycle present, n
Days between sessions, median (range)
Number of subjects with the 2nd session started in spring

November to April
34
6 (0 – 18)
10 (worsening in winter)
37.4 ± 9.5 (20 – 54)
78.2 ± 9.4 (59.4 – 100.7)
28.1 ± 1.7 (24.4 – 30.1)
29
41 (23 – 326)
20 (10 with placebo, 10 with light)

SPAQ = Seasonal pattern assessment questionnaire.

Statistical Methods
The week-to-week changes in body mass values as well as the differences between light and placebo
sessions were generally normally distributed (p > 0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and, therefore, were
analyzed using analysis of variances for repeated measures (rANOVA) and Student’s t-test. In rANOVA, the
yielded Huynh-Feldt’s corrected probability (p) was considered for the significance. The data on subjective
scores were analyzed using nonparametric statistics – Friedman test and paired sign test – which are insensitive to the normality of distribution. StatView 5.0.1 and SuperANOVA 1.11 software were used. Standard
deviations of the means (± SD) are reported in the text and tables while standard errors of the means are
given in the figures.

Baseline Data
In total, 42 women entered and 39 completed the study. Drop-outs were due to noncompliance to the morning treatment duration. There seems to be an uneven distribution of
placebo versus light sessions across the seasons. Among sessions in winter (last started on
February 18), placebo sessions prevailed (29 vs. 24), whereas among sessions in spring (first
started on March 5), light sessions prevailed (15 vs. 10). As we found a significant effect of
season on the body weight dynamics (greater decrease in spring vs. winter; p = 0.0032 by
rANOVA with introduced independent factor ‘season’), 5 of those 15 subjects who had light
sessions in spring had to be excluded from the analysis. As also expectation towards light
versus placebo intervention tended to be higher (p = 0.070, paired sign test), we excluded
further 4 women with higher light versus placebo expectation ratings from those 15 subjects.
Following this exclusion, expectation ratings were no longer different between the two
sessions. The 5th woman to be excluded was chosen from a group of 4 with higher light versus
placebo retrospective judgment ratings; she also reported an adverse event (perceiving the
light too glaring).
Characteristics of the analyzed group are presented in tables 1 and 2. Only one woman
had a BMI slightly below 25 kg/m2. Motivation for weight loss did not differ between placebo
and light sessions. Expectation ratings also did not differ; this is not surprising as bright light
therapy still is not widely known in the local population. Moreover, some of the test subjects
reported to have found information in the internet on efficacy of air-negative ionization
towards weight control. At post-study estimation, expectations shifted to worse ratings (p <
0.0001) but this was similar between the light and placebo sessions (p = 0.27, paired sign
test). Sleep onset and sleep offset times did not differ between the light and placebo sessions.
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Table 2. Baseline data differences

Motivation to weight loss, n
No change
Somewhat
Definite
Expectation towards weight loss, n
No change
Somewhat
Definite
Retrospective expectation judgment, n
No change
Somewhat
Definite
Time of sleep onset
Time of sleep offset
Photoperiod, h
Air temperature, ° C
Clear sky (%) × photoperiod per day
Adverse events, n

Placebo

Light

0
22
12

0
24
10

0
27
7

0
25
9

16
18
0
23:13 ± 38 min
7:10 ± 33 min
9.9 ± 2.2
–16.9 ± 12.4
6.4 ± 2.0
no

9
25
0
23:12 ± 36 min
7:07 ± 29 min
9.8 ± 2.3
–12.6 ± 12.5
5.9 ± 1.9
2× headache
2× eyestrain, glare
2× shorter menstrual cycle

Figures indicate mean ± SD (and range), median (and range), or number n. No significant differences
between variables at placebo and light sessions were observed.

Ancillary Analyses
The following variables were investigated with respect to possible confounding effects
on the above results: i) sequence of the trial sessions (light or placebo first); ii) subjects’
seasonality score, problem or category (‘seasonals’ or ‘non-seasonals’), winter-summer
weight change (kg, %, or score); iii) difference between the two sessions in average day
length, clear sky, and air temperature; iv) difference between the two sessions in the time of
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Outcomes and Estimation
Over the 3 weeks of light session, weight (p < 0.0001 by rANOVA), fat mass (p = 0.0009
by rANOVA), and appetite (p = 0.0004 by Friedman test) decreased and energy levels (p <
0.0001 by Friedman test) increased. Percentage body fat scarcely reduced (p = 0.13, one-way
rANOVA) and mood levels scarcely augmented (p = 0.057, Friedman test). Following the 3
weeks of placebo session, only weight and energy levels changed; the changes were in the
same direction as during the light session, but with lower probability levels (p = 0.0049 and
p = 0.020, respectively); the other main outcome measures did not change (p > 0.48). The
overall week 3 to week 0 changes are presented in column ‘∆’ of table 3.
When comparing the changes following light versus placebo session, several differences
emerged (fig. 1, column ‘∆∆’ in table 3). Whereas weight loss was not greater during light
sessions (p = 0.11, effect size d = 0.40), the fat mass reduced pronouncedly, resulting in a
significantly lower percentage body fat after the 2nd week of light treatment already. Appetite
markedly diminished to the end of light versus placebo sessions, mood somewhat improved.
Energy levels were not significantly higher at the end of light versus placebo session. The
differences in fat mass and appetite levels remained significant after excluding subjects with
seasonal dependency from the study group (p = 0.023 and p = 0.0023, respectively; n = 24).
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Table 3. Change in body mass and subjective ratings after placebo and light sessions

Weight, kg
% body fat
Fat mass, kg
Non-fat mass, kg
Appetite, score
Mood, score
Energy, score

Initial value
(week 0)

∆
(week 3 to week 0 difference)

∆∆
(light to placebo difference)

placebo

light

placebo

∆∆

95% CI

78.6 ± 9.6
34.7 ± 2.7
27.4 ± 4.7
51.2 ± 5.6
5.5 (5; 7)
5.0 (4; 7)
5.0 (3; 8)

78.3 ± 9.6
34.7 ± 2.7
27.3 ± 4.7
50.9 ± 5.4
6.0 (4.9; 7)
6.0 (5; 7)
5.0 (4.9; 6.1)

–0.46 ± 1.19* –0.79 ± 1.17***
0.06 ± 0.92 –0.26 ± 0.78
–0.10 ± 0.88 –0.45 ± 0.84**
–0.36 ± 1.11 –0.34 ± 0.89*
0 (–1; 1.1)
–0.5 (–2; 0.1)**
0 (–3; 2.1)
1.0 (–2; 2.1)*
0.5 (–1; 2)* 1.0 (–0.1; 2)***

–0.33 ± 1.26
–0.31 ± 0.84*
–0.35 ± 0.67**
0.02 ± 1.17
–1.0 (–2.2; 0.2)***
1.0 (–2; 3)*
0 (–2; 2.1)

–0.77 to 0.11
–0.61 to –0.2
–0.58 to –0.12
–0.39 to 0.43

light

Figures indicate mean ± SD for body mass and median and percentiles (10%; 90%) for subjective ratings. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, by one-sample Student t-test (for body mass) or sign test (for subjective scores).

morning treatment; and v) age of the subjects. These variables, one by one, were accounted
for in the two-way rANOVA.
The weight dynamics were influenced by the sequence of the sessions (p = 0.0069), a
difference in day length (p = 0.0041) and a difference in air temperature (p = 0.012). All three
factors interrelated: the 2nd-order session was generally carried out under longer days
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of body mass
and subjective scores following
light and placebo interventions in
34 women wishing to lose excess
weight. The week 0 value is assigned to 100%. Difference between corresponding values at
light and placebo sessions: *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, by
either paired Student t-test (for
body mass) or paired sign test
(for subjective scores), based on
absolute values (see column ‘∆∆’
in table 3).
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(except for two subjects), and the difference in air temperature was also well correlated with
the difference in day length (r = 0.67, p < 0.0001). Photoperiod was the strongest and, of
course, primary of these three variables in the effect. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of photoperiod on weight change during the light versus placebo sessions. A similar, but less consistent
dependence was found for non-fat body mass. Amount of sunshine (as approximated by clear
sky) appeared to be not a confounding factor (p = 0.29). The difference in clear sky did not
correlate with the difference in day length (r = 0.18): it happened that January and February
were very sunny compared to the months before or after.
Fat body mass, percentage body fat (and subjective ratings) were not affected by any of
the tested variables (nonsignificant influence on the intervention-by-weeks interaction in
rANOVA).
Irrespective of the type of intervention, ‘seasonals’ (n = 10), compared to ‘non-seasonals’
(n = 24), lost more weight and fat mass (group Ч time interaction, p < 0.036). Additionally,
seasonals regained weight and fat mass more easily between the sessions (p < 0.003 compared
to non-seasonals), even to a greater level than pre-study. The greatest rebound was observed
in three seasonals who started the 2nd session after New Year vacations. The mild weight
rebound was characteristic for the non-seasonal group also (p = 0.032), but mainly due to
non-fat mass (p = 0.052), but not fat mass (p = 0.53).
The changes from week 0 to week 3 in weight, percentage fat, appetite, and mood were
poorly intercorrelated (r < 0.26). The strongest correlation for the percentage fat (and fat
mass) change was with appetite change: r = 0.25, p = 0.08 (Spearman test, n = 68).
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Fig. 2. Difference in weight reduction between the 2nd and the 1st trial sessions depending on the time of
year (downward bars indicate that the 2nd session was more efficacious than the 1st one). The difference
was greater when the 2nd session occurred in spring than in winter (first two vs. last two bars combined,
effect of season). However, the light session was consistently more efficacious towards weight loss than placebo session (open vs. dark bars combined, effect of intervention). Two subjects who performed the study
over two different winters, were not included in the diagram; both were non-seasonals. The effect of seasons
is obviously attributable to a change (∆) in photoperiod, not ambient light (as January and February happened to be very sunny during both years).
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Adverse events were not observed in the placebo intervention. During the light intervention, 4 of the 34 subjects reported headache or visual discomfort (table 2). Two of the
additional 5 subjects excluded from the main analysis also reported glare from the SAD Light
device, a relatively common complaint with a small lighting unit [23]. Nevertheless, all these
immediate side effects were mild and usually transient, and did not require discontinuation.
Two women spontaneously reported a 2–3 days shorter menstrual cycle following the light
treatment – a phenomenon that has been previously noted [24].

Our placebo-controlled crossover study showed that morning bright light reduces body
mass, specifically fat mass, in women who wished to lose excess weight. The effect, relative
to placebo, is mild – 0.35 kg of fat reduction in 3 weeks.
Weight mass did not change significantly, whereas percentage fat and fat mass did. Such
discrepancies have also been demonstrated previously [25, 26] and suggests some kind of
redistribution of the tissues affected; for instance, fat-free (lean, muscle) mass may, oppositely, somewhat increase due to physical exercise [27, 28]. However, non-fat body mass in
our study did not increase, it was reduced similarly following light and placebo session, and
was not linked to greater physical activity in women during the light session, but the relationship between the changes in fat and non-fat masses appeared to be slightly inversed,
explaining on a statistical level why the body weight, unlike fat mass, did not reduce significantly.
The reduction in fat may be explained by lower appetite (leading to less food intake):
appetite lowering during the light versus placebo session was quite obvious, and the lowering
tended to correlate with the change in fat. Light stimulates serotonin synthesis and turnover
in the human brain [29]; by this action light has neurobiological parallels to serotoninergic
drugs that attenuate appetite through central mechanisms [30]. Light in humans also activates the sympathetic nervous system as demonstrated by (a transient) increase in peroneal
nerve sympathetic activity [31], heart rate [32], and norepinephrine blood release [33] or
excretion [34]. This activation causes, in analogy with noradrenergic anti-obesity drugs [31],
an increase in energy expenditure (in fact, light therapy increases oxygen consumption in
healthy subjects [10]), although the design of our study does not permit definition of the
involvement of energy expenditure to the light effects.
The chronobiological effect of light – via normalization of daily feeding behavior and
biochemistry behind it [35, 36] – may also be accounted for, as anomalies in circadian rhythmicity are considered to contribute to metabolic syndrome and obesity [37]. Our pre-study
assumption was that light-induced elevated mood could potentiate the drive for dieting and
physical activity in women who wished to lose weight. However, the change in mood was
borderline, it did not correlate with the change in body mass, and physical activity did not
increase at all (no evidence for increased lean mass), suggesting that the elevated mood is not
causally linked to the body mass decline in the study.
The effect of light on body mass (total or fat) was observed irrespective of the woman’s
seasonality trait. Seasonals, though, showed greater body mass changes (loss and regain),
irrespective of placebo or light intervention, in accordance with their greater natural weight
variability across the seasons [4, 5]. As for many non-human mammals, it is the change in
photoperiod – not sunshine or air temperature – that triggers seasonally related changes
[38]. This also emerged in our study: a change in day length, rather than air temperature and
definitely not in sunshine, was associated with a reduction of body mass with spring coming,
this as a geophysical background to the experimental manipulations.
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As in our study, in a study done in Canada [14], in which light and exercise was assigned
in combination to overweight/obese non-seasonal subjects, the researchers exploited a
similar LED device at a similar time of the year (though not in the early morning), and found
similar results, namely, a decrease by light versus non-light in percentage fat, but not in
weight (only a trend) and a light-induced elevation of mood that did not correlate with the
change in body fat. Advantageously, they did not inform test subjects that the study concerned
weight loss. However, light intervention alone was not studied, nor were appetite levels estimated.
The strengths of our study include the crossover design that accounted for an interindividual variation in the changeability of the body mass. Limitations of our study were the use
of biompedancemetry for the fat measurements since the method reflects both fat and
hydration status [21], only few weeks of light treatment that does not predict any long-term
effects, and a removal of several subjects from the dataset. Further limitations were a relatively low number of non-seasonal subjects in the group (n = 24), and the fact that the start
of intervention sessions did not match by dates (e.g. starting sessions at 1 day before New
Year and 1 day after New Year), since both seasonality trait and photoperiod were found post
hoc to be confounders for the weight loss.
A reduction in fat mass and percentage body fat following light intervention, nevertheless, was independent of seasonality trait and photoperiod, allowing us to conclude that
bright light was the primary cause of fat reduction. Based on our own study and that of Dunai
and co-workers [14], light therapy may provide a simple adjuvant to weight control programs
for overweight and obese women.
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